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Abstract. We give a particularly simple proof of the Milnor Patching Property

for a class of diagrams that includes analytic isomorphism squares.

Consider a commutative diagram of commutative rings

R  ——■*        Rx

(1) 4 [j

R2 —*-» Ri®RR2.

A collection of patching data is a triple (Fi, P2, tp), where P¡ is a finitely
generated projective i?,-module and

tj>: Px ®RR2 -^i?i ®RP2

is an isomorphism of (R\ ®R 7<2)-modules.

The category of finitely generated projective Pv-modules maps functorially to
the category of patching data via

(2) P^(P®RRl,R2®RP,tj))

with § the obvious identification p®l®l*->l®l®p.
We say that ( 1 ) is a Milnor patching diagram if (2) is an equivalence of

categories, with an inverse equivalence given by

(Pi ,P2,<p)^ {(pi, p2) |Pi £ Pi and tp(pi ® 1) = 1 ®p2}.

In [M, Chapter 2], Milnor showed that (1) is a Milnor patching diagram if it
is a pullback in the category of rings and j is onto.

Another class of Milnor patching diagrams arises in the following way.

Analytic Isomorphism Theorem. Let

R —'—» R'

(3) *

_ S —É—» S'=S®RR'
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be a pullback square of commutative rings. Suppose that there exists a multi-
plicatively closed subset Z c R such that:

(i) R' = -L-XR.
(ii) For every f £ Z, the induced map R/fR —► S/fS is an isomorphism.

Then (3) is a Milnor patching diagram.

(Hypothesis (ii) is sometimes expressed by saying that h is an analytic iso-

morphism along Z.)
The analytic isomorphism theorem was proved by Landsburg in [La] and

(implicitly) by Lindel in [Li] (cf. the proof of Lemma 4 in [Li]). [La] requires an

additional generic flatness hypothesis and [Li] requires an additional noetherian
hypothesis, but neither of these is necessary, as we shall see below.

Notice that if Z consists of elements that are nonzero-divisors on both R
and S, then the injectivity of the induced maps in (ii) becomes equivalent to

the pullback property which is assumed earlier in the statement of the theorem.

Here we shall generalize the analytic isomorphism theorem in two directions,

by weakening the hypothesis and strengthening the conclusion. The resulting

proof of the analytic isomorphism theorem itself is undoubtedly the ultimate

in simplicity.
To state the new, stronger conclusion, say that ( 1 ) is a strong Milnor patching

diagram if it is a pullback in the category of commutative rings, and also:

For every n > 1, azzo" every u £ GLn(R\ ®RR2),

(o   M°' ) € J^GL2^Rx^ • k(GL2n(R2)) c GL2n(Rx ®R R2).

The methods of [M] demonstrate that strong Milnor patching implies Milnor

patching. We conjecture that the converse is true. (This conjecture is based on
a variety of partial classification theorems for Milnor patching diagrams, some

not yet published.) However, strong Milnor patching conveys significantly more

information. For example, it easily implies that if F is a finitely generated

projective Fv-module of rank n which becomes free over each R¡, then P can

be generated by 2« elements.

Now we can state and prove our main theorem.

Generalized Analytic Isomorphism Theorem. Let

R —'-—y R'

(4) 4       y
S —k—* S'=S®RR'

be a pullback square of commutative rings.  Suppose that there exists a multi-

plicatively closed subset Z c R with the following properties:

(i) For every r' £ R', there exists an element /eS such that fr' £ i(R).

(ii) For every /el, let If = rx(fR') C R and let Kf = k-x(fS') c S.
Then the map induced by h, If/flf -» Kf/fKf, is an isomorphism.

(iii) No element of Z is a zero-divisor on R' or S'.

Then (4) is a strong Milnor patching diagram.

Note that condition (iii) does not require Z to consist of nonzero-divisors
on R and S.
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If we take R' = Z_Ii?, this is a strengthening of the Analytic Isomorphism

Theorem. If we take Z = {1} we recover Milnor's Theorem.

Proof. Pick u £ GLn(S'). By (i), there exist /el and a, ß £ M„iS) such
that k(a) = fu and k(ß) = fu~x . Write / for the n x n identity matrix.

Then f2I - aß £ M„(S) maps to zero in Mn(S') and consequently (by the

pullback property) lifts to a matrix x £ ker(M„(R) —> M„(R')).

By repeated use of (ii), we can write a = h(rx) + fAS\ and ß — h(r2) + f4s2 ,

with rv £ Mn(If) c M„(R) and sv £ M„(Kf) c M„(S). Write i(ru) = fav .

Now h(pl - r\r2 - x) £ f4S c Mn(f2Kp), so by condition (ii) applied

to f2, we have f2I - rxr2 - x £ Mn(f2Ip) . Consequently, P(I - a\a2) =

i(f2 - rxr2 -x)£ pMn(R') C Mn(pR'). Write P(I - axa2) = pa'. By (iii),
we have I - a\a2 = fa'.

In a similar manner construct a" £ M„(R') such that / - a2ai = fa" .

Now let
a'     a\

s~x

-a2   fi)^n(R')

and note that r' is invertible because its (two-sided) inverse is given by

<'>-■=(£ -;■).

Let
*-(       a -I + aßsiß \

S-\I- f2s2a    ßSlß + f2s2 - Ps2aßs,ß) e Mn{b)

and note that s is invertible because its (two-sided) inverse is given by

(ßsxß + f2s2-pßsxßas2   I-ßsxßa\

\ -I + f2as2 a        ) ■

Finally, one checks easily that

(This equality is most easily verified after first multiplying each side by f2,

which is allowable by (iii).)   □

Remark. We have not used the full strength of the injectivity of If If If —>

Kf/fKf. The only consequence of this that we need is the following: for every

/ € Z and r £ R, if i(r) e f2R' and h(r) £ f4S, then i(r) £ pR'.
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